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SYNOPSIS 

A hierarchical fOllr-cbaractec code dC$igned for geological and allied data may be used to loa exploration driIJ· 
holes and store the inrormation on magnetic media. The code is intended for llie in semi-free romlst and permits 
the collection of as moch, or as liftle. data as the geologist may require for tbe purpo!IC in haod. A method of data 
storage by variable length records is discussed. 

Information may be retrieved by means of a simple enquiry language. Optional output facilities could allow 
the retrieval of dalll in a form 8uitable for dircc1 input 10 a CODlOU' ]Oi pack.age. The enquiry parameters and 
interrogation program can thus provide the interface between the data bank and associated applicatioll systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The need to standardize procedures for the coUection and 
handling of geological and allied data and, at the same time, 
present information io a machioe-pfOCe$sable form implies, 
altllough Dot essentially (Gover, Ilt ai, 1969), the use of a 
coding system. 

A fixed format system geared to the collection of data relating 
to a predetermined set of given geological criteria was rejected 
in favour of a semi-free format code which allows the 
collection of any or aU descriptive goological data. 

This system is akin to a coded geologic language and is 
rughly flexible, but, if the full advantages are to be realised, 
there is a requirement for a suitable retrieval language. 
Information retrieval is therefore considered along with the 
code, since the method only becomes a feasible proposition 
provided data retrieval problems can be overcome. The 
essentials of an enquiry language are discussed aDd ad hoc 
enquiry facilities iUustrated for coded data. Optional output 
facilities may provide a tink between the data bank aDd graph
plotting and contouring systems. 

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGIC DATA 

DriUbole lithologies arc exprtSSe<i conventionally iD a 
descriptive qualitative way. Complex geological descriptions 
tend to follow a hierarchical tree structure (Loudon 1971 j 
Cutbill, et ai, 1910), each branch rep~nting the start of a 
description nest. The position of such a nest in .the tree reflects 
tho physical relationships of the material components. The 
following diagram lllustrates the concept: 

Sr.ratiaraphlc Unit Formation 
1 

I I 
Lithologic Unit Utholor A Lithology B etc. 

I I 
Rock Type Rock -rrpe ARl AR, etc. 

1 1 
Component Component AR1C1 AR1C. etc. 

I 
1 I 

Mineral Mineral AR1C,M1 AR\C1M. etc. 

Each element or branch of this structure represents an 
object or group of objects that may have its characteristics 
defined by a variety of descriptive terms, as appropriate. 
Each object and its associated descript ive terms comprise a 
nested description. 
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GEOLOGI C COD E CHARACTERISTICS 

The code is hiererchicaJ, renecting the natural SlrUcturo of 
geological information, and consists chiefly of codes that can 
be classified as objects or qualifiers (Dixon, 1969; 1970). 
Object status is fixed (for example, mineral "" 2), but qualifier 
status may vary and is assigned oue degree lower than the 
object name to which the ql13lifier is applied. Qualifiers may 
be subdivided into tlve~ types: those that may be quantified 
against a defined table of scalar valuC/l; those used to qualify 
other qualifiers indicating 'degree of qualification'; and those 
having no quantita tive compooent. 

Wholly quantitative terms (or vectors) representing angular 
or linear relationships of structural or textural features may 
be used to qualify either object terms or other qualifying 
terms. 

Code members are mnemonic to aid correct input coding 
on implementation, and of fixed length 10 facilitate program 
manipulation by the use of arrays and for convenient storage 
in fixed length fields. 

Code length was standardized at foue characters. TIlls 
decision was influenced by the need to create unique, 
meaningful mnemonics, to allow scope in buildini in a 
quantitative component where appropriate (for example, 
grain size scale), by the length of what is normaUy accepted as 
the computer word (four characten), and by similar choices 
made fo r existing coding schemes (Cutbi1l, 1970, LO.S. 1970, 
Morgan, et a/1971). 

FREE-FORMAT CODING 

The code cannot be used in a completely free fashion, but 
must be entered on the input sbeet taking the hierarchiCAl 
structure into account. Thus, lithological descriptions are 
rerorded in semi-free format. An example is used to illustrate 
this. (Fig. J). 

A drillhole intersects the RL7 formation of the Lower 
Roan, consisting initially of conglomerate interbedded with 
thinner sandstone lenses, and, for ilS latter length, massive 
argillaceous quartzite. 

Ntu:rreraJs llhove codes-indicate the· ·hierarehieal- -status- but. 
are not written on the input sheet. Figures down the len side 
give the depth from collar. 

Explanation of codes 

The two main lithologies described are part of the RL7 
formation of the Lower Roan. Thus, each description begins 
with the stratigraphic Label code LRL7. 

-Roan Consolidated Mines, Limited, Geologic Resean:h Depart
ment, Chibuluma Division, Kaluluabi, Zambia. 
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560.8 LRL' QmD COL7 06LB IY61 XMX4 QARG lOGS 

560.85 • • • 0 0 • 0 • 3 , 3 2 3 2 4 3 III Q 0 0 

· · · · · .' XPL6 SOGS XFG6 QQZT XFG4 QARG SST3 O!!iLB 

• • ~ • 
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• <:> • • 1061 lOOT 30GS THRU 50GS 
• • <:> 

562.14 " • • • 
· • · · , 4 3 3 3 3 , , 

· · · · · · · · 562.14 LRL7 QZT9 QARG 06LB 30GS 1061 QZ60 CM30 

· · · · · 
RL7 · · · · · · · · · , , 

· · · · FOOS MI05 Ie32 · · · • • 
B · · · · 80' 

577 .50 - · .. ~ - - - ~ -· 0 · 580.0S EOFH 
578.50 ;:0-. . · · - · . · . . . · · • · , 1 
580 . 05 577.50 SFRC VS80 !FLT EIOO 

E of H 
Fig. 1. Drillhole codlfll t.r;ample. 

Litho/ogp A (ltQrHng depth 560.85) 

The Qualifier code QmD expresses the interBeDded 
relationship of ConGLomerate and SandSTone. The last 
character position of rock type codes is numeck. giving the 
proportion of that par-ticular lithology in the unit l1escribed. 
In this code, it is conglomerate and sandstone, in the ratio 
seven to three. The conglomerate is compared against a 
standard bedding scale (Geal. Soc. Eng. Gr. Working Party 
Rep. 1970), classified as 'thick-bedded' (06LB), colour matched 
against a standard colour chart (as distributed by Geol. Soc. 
of America) 'light olive grey' (lY61). 

The object name code for 'matrix', in approximate propor
tion 40 per cent (XMX4), starts a new level of description. 
The matrix is QuaJified as ARGillaceous (QARG), and 
comJXlred against the Grain Size scale (modified Wentworth) 
medium-fine grained (3OOS), 

'The code XPL6 (60 per cent phelloclasls) is of equivalent 
status ( - 3) 10 XMX4, breaks the sequence, and starts a new 
nested description. Separate descriptions may be coded for 
each of the main FraGment types, for example, XFG6QQZT, 
60 per cent quartzite fragments, etc. 

Lithology A is completed by a description of the sandstone 
oomponenl .in which, being-poorly serted{IOG-T); -a mnge of 
grain size is specified (3OGS THRU 5OOS). The code 'THRU' 
is a connector employed mainly to aid data retrieval. 

lithology B (starting depth 561.J~ 

The codes read: RL7 formation (LRL7) comprising 90 per 
cent nrgillaceous quartzite (QZT9QARG), thick-bedded 
(06LB), medium-fine grained (300S), light brownish grey 
(1061), composition quartz 60 per cent (QZ60), clay minerals 
30 per cent (CM30), iron oxides 5 per cent (FOO5), olive green 
mica 5 per cent (MI051C32). 
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Strllctural feature (starting deplh 577.50) 

The Structural feature FRaCcure is iudependent oflitbology 
and coded separately, as indicated by the unique starting: 
depth. Qualifiers consist of the Vector code for an intersection 
angle ·jn the Same sensc 1\5 bedding of 8{l degrees (Y-SSO), 
ao interpretive qualifier indicating the Inference of this 
fracture as a FauLT (IFLT), followed finally by another 
vector lerm indicating the linear Elttent down the core over 
which the feature was observed. 

Descriptions ending in 'E' codes denote special features 
(structural or lithological) OCCUrring within a main lithology. 
Spot measurements, for example, cleavage intersection angles, 
can be indicated by 'EOOO'. 

Many structures give rise to 'macro textures', and may 
result in qualifiec terms. For example, if fracturing had been 
general Ihroughout the RL 7 quartt.ite, the Textural term 
TFRC could have been included in the lilhoiogical description. 

Codil/g sequel/ce 

Lithology or structural information need not be coded in 
strict depth sequence. A feature of the system is sorting 
performed by the computer, using starting depth as key, and 
thus ·Gore ·may 00 loggoo first ·fOf ·litholegy, -thenstruetural· 
features, intersection angles, ground condilions, etc., as 
proves convenient. TIle end of ho)c code (EOFH) need not, 
therefore, appear as the last entry. 

Assay and mineralization data 

By the addition of assay codes to the set forming the scheme, 
it would be possible to add assay and mineralization data to 
the 6 le. For convenience in checking assay results against 
mineralization and scanning- for cut-off boundaries, a fixed 
format input is desirable. This need not be imposed, but can 



be varied by the geologist or sampler to suit particular 
circumstances. 

PROCESSIN G AND STORA GE 

Proposed code cOl/version for storage 
On input the code is converted to an internal numeric form for 
all storage and processing. Enquiry parameters specifying 
codes are also converted to numeriC!. On output theconversion 
is reversed if the printed literal is required, for example, in an 
enquiry listing. 

Proposed lable look-"p 

The index table may be considered to be composed of a 
number of sub-indexes. Each sub-index oorresponds to U 
group of codes having the same formats, for example, all 
alpha, AAAA codes form one suh-index, AAon another, 
etc. A separate address generating algorithm for each group 
allows rapid direct access to ench table entry, resident on disc, 
containing literaJ and status. This index address is the internal 
numeric code stored. on fi le. 

Proposed record structure 

Tbe codes, converled (0 internal numeric form are stored 
in input sequence in sub-records up to a predetemlined 
maximum per sub-record. If a description requires more codes, 
a new sub-record must be created. Shorter descriptions result 
in shorter sub-records which are therefore of variable length. 
Each sub-record is prefixed by a record length, record type 
(that is, lithology, features, etc.), depth and length. The 
record type and depth fields nct as sort keys for sub-records 
that are strung together to compose a geological data file 
record. 

Each group of sub-records is prefixed by a main record 
header containing file key data and sub-record count data. 
Thus, the overhead for main record key information i~ spread 
out over a number of sub-records identified only by depth 
downhole and type of infonnation held. 

The part drillhole data for lithology referred 10 previously 
would require two litholoi}' sub-records ; one conminill8 
20 oocies start depth 560.85, the other 11 codes start depth 
562.14. The la~t capsule in the last main record for this hole 
would be a structure ~ub-record containing the four codes 
represeoting data describin, the fracture at 577.50. Main 
records on file are ordered sequentiaUy by area io drill hole 
no./depth order. 

G-Sub-record count; Ground cond. 

L- Sub-record co unt; Li tho 10 gy 

F -Su b-reco rd count; Structures 

A similar record structure applies to aSiJay and mineral
ization data held on a separate file. New assay records 
must be created if the number or type of determinations 
for an inlersection changes. 

The aim of this structure is to cut down as far as possible 
on key data overheads and to pennit the selection of a 
manageable and efficient block size for data transfer. 

THE ENQUIRY LANGUAGE 

In order to develop a flexible enquiry system which minimizes 
the programming effort for data retrieval, it is oecessary 10 
develop a simple enquiry language (ICL, 1969; Sweeney, 
et ai, 1969). This language is then used to frame any enquiry, 
and the language elements constitute the parameters of the 
interrogation program. Thus, a single interrogation program 
in cOnjunction with the enquiry language can be used to process 
any query that is capable of definition by the language 
facilities. A satisfactory and meaningful result is then 
dependem upon the relevance of the query in relation 10 the 
data against which it is formulated. 

lAnguage t'lements 

Any enquiry language has the foUowing elements: 

(i) Conditions - a condition is a test that can be made 
against stored data and has the format: 

Variable name : RelatiollShip: Conslant 

(il) V.,iabl, name - a dietin,""y nam, ",.on tn • data 
variable stored on the files to be interrogated. 

(iii) Relationships - connect variable names and constants. 
They may be expressed as tWOwCharacter mnemonics. 

(iv) Constants - the value assigned to a variable name 
within a oondition. 

(v) Logical operator - the two operator!! are 'AND' and 
'OR'. An operator always links two oonditions on either 
side of it. 

(vi) Enquiry - consists of one or morc conditions linked by 
the logical operators 'AND, and 'OR'. 

(vii) Bracket, or some other notation may be needed when 
constructing ecquiry parameters to avoid ambiguity. 
For example. A and B or C is ambiguous and must be 
expressed as either A and (B or C) or (A and B) or C. 

RL- Sub-record length 

RT-Sub-record type 

D - Start depth 

L -Description length 

I
, COd.~ 

I*lelLI I =_~ 
\ /,/ 

\ / 

// 

t;~~:)I~'I~ ":;:I,J/[j,5.~,::;: 1, .. :"=,II-Ir.IoI, rr.+,r--~lsiiu~.;-~Riif~C"O~Riio"t' 1 ~IISS~U~.:-~Ri:;:c~O;;R~O)-t 1-11-_-_- -S-U_.=--~_E_CO_R-D~ ~ 
,,,,.---HEADER ---0-1-1.>---------- TRAILER -------------Io! 

F18. 1. Ymlable length reCOf"(/ 
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DATA RETRIEVAL 

Data stored on the files using the methods described consists 
of two separate sorts of information for retrieval purposes. 
These arc: 

(0 Key and general information not coded,by the mnemonic 
code, and 

(ii) all coded data coded by use of the four-character coding 
system. 

Each item of key or general information is assigned to a 
dictionary name by means of which it may be identified by 
the data retrieval program generated by the enquiry language 
and enquiry system parameters. For example, if 'DATEC' 
were the dictionary entry for drilling completion date, DATEC 
GT 011166 would be the condition accessing all holes 
completed since 1st November, 1966. 

Specific information stored via the code is retrieved using 
one of three possible dictionary names. Three are necessary to 
specify: 

(i) any code irrespective of hierarchy or position in a des
cription character string, 

(ii) codes that must be present within a hierarchial sequence 
,nd 

(Hi) codes that must be in juxtaposition either within or 
without a hierarchial sequence. Thesc may be named 
'CODE', 'TYPE', and 'NEXT', respectively. 

For example, the retrieval of all RL 7 conglomerates with 
argillaceous matrixes (including the example above) would be 
achieved by the coding: 

CODE 
CODE 
CODE 
TYPE 

EQ 
GT 
GT 
EQ 

LRL7 
CGLO 
XMXO 
QARG 

(Each condition is separated 
by an implied 'AND'. In
equalities act on the numerics 
only.) 

The search for the code QARG will be contained within the 
nested description head by the code for matrix (XMX4) and 
will nol pjck up the same code qualifying 40 per cent of 
pebbles. Thus, the search for a 'TYPE' code is broken as soon 
as a code is encountered of status equal to that in the 
preceding 'CODE' conditions. 

The search for possible faults having core intersections of 
75 degrees or greater would be satisfied by the feature coded 
at 577.50, if the following conditions were specified: 

CODE EQ SFRC 
NEXT GE VS75 or, alternatively, if; 
TYPE EQ IFLT 

but not if: CODE EQ SFRC 
NEXT EQ IFLT 
TYPE GE VS75 

CODE EQ SFRC 
TYPE GE VS75 
TYPE EQ IFLT 

since the character string 'SFRCIFLT' is not represented. 
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Output facilities 

It will be sufficient to list the results of ad hoc enquiries 
where no graphical display is required. Where display by 
contouring is required, a useful output option would be the 
creation of data on punch card or, alternatively, tape. Punch 
card has the advantage that manual editing of data is possible, 
thus providing a simple method of adjusting a geological 
interpretation represented by the enquiry results prior to 
input to the contouring package. 

SUMMARY 

The coding system outlined can offer convenience and 
flexibility, and may be as comprehensive as required by the 
appropriate selection of codes. An attempt has been made to 
follow the natural patterns of geological description. Terms 
are classified and quantified against standard scales where 
possible. 

Conversion to internal numeric codes representing index 
table addresses and the use of variable length records can 
provide an economical method of storage for a growing 
volume of data. 

An enquiry language and interrogation program provide 
ad hoc enquiry facilities and, together with optional output 
formats, can form a flexible interface between the data bank 
and graphical display systems and other associated appli
cations. 
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